
RECTIFIER CONTROL UPGRADE OPPORTUNITIES 
Chess IPR introduces IPR GEN 2: The Next Generation Control System 

associated relay is picked and the 
contact turns a light bulb on or off that 
is located within the annunciator. 

In a continuous effort to support 
customers with outdated products, 
Robicon is now offering an 
upgrade/retrofit package for the 
existing IPR 486-based and analog- 
based control platforms. 

Analog-based control is complex, has 
set point drifts due to temperature 
changes and potentiometer variations 
over time, a large number of moving 
parts, limited flexibility, an unfriendly 
user interface, and a lack of sufficient 
trouble-shooting tools. 

A perfect fit for replacing existing 486- 
based control platforms, nearly all of 
the existing control boards can be 
reused.  The IPR GEN 2 upgrade from 
an existing 486-based control is very 
simple.  Only the control box and 
power supply module need replaced. 

With a complete Digital Upgrade 
package, the IPR GEN 2 can replace 
existing analog control platforms.  This 
type of upgrade is much more 
involved, but the end results are worth 
the initial up front work. 

486 Digital Control 
The limitations of Analog-based control 
were overcome with the introduction 
of  Chess IPR’s digital 486-based 
control platform.  While accomplishing 
the same tasks as the analog-based 
control through software, the 486 
digital control allowed a user greater 
flexibility, user-friendliness, and 
advanced self-diagnostics and trouble- 
shooting tools. 

An LCD monitor can display a 
multitude of user configurable digital 
meters, annunciator status indicators, 
sequencer controlled diagnostic 
messages,  and  pre-defined hard- 
coded warning and trip messages. 
The fault-logger can be downloaded to 
a floppy disk for that provides an 
entire history of faults.  Software 
upgrades are available that can be 
easily uploaded as well. 

Analog Control 
Analog-based control platforms were 
the first attempt at providing a 
complete, fully featured control 
solution for  thyristor rectifiers. The 
typical analog-based control system 
consists of op-amp based regulators, 
multiple gain, current limit, and other 
adjustment and control 
potentiometers, window style lighted 
annunciator, and a multitude of 
complex analog-based peripheral 
control cards, all hardwired together. 
Fault annunciation for troubleshooting 
consists of an array of relays that drive 
a lighted panel window-style 
annunciator.  If a fault is detected by 
the analog control circuitry, the 

The digital control software 
configuration is accomplished via a 
user friendly workstation program that 
communicates to the rectifier through 
a RS232 link.  This software includes 
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existing peripheral cards to be directly 
re-used with IPR GEN 2, without the 
need for any modifications.  If a 
customer has inventory of spare 
boards, or existing boards in use, this 
can offer a real cost advantage in 
upgrading. 

changing gains, time constants, 
ranges, etc. as well as configuring the 
digital meters, status lights and 
annunciator messages. The built in 
sequencer program, much like a 
standard PLC, allows system response 
to customer specific inputs and 
outputs. 

IPR GEN 2 Digital Control 
The new Industrial Power Rectifier 
Generation 2 (IPR GEN 2) Control 
platform is the second generation of 
advanced microprocessor-based digital 
control that meets the needs of 6 and 
12-pulse rectifier operation, with 
expandability options for higher pulse 
operations with the use of a remote 
master controller. 

Easier Maintenance 
While designed years ago with state of 
the art electronics, one of the most 
time-consuming tasks with the 486- 
based control was replacing the 
motherboard card.  This card consisted 
of a CPU and  backplane on one 
integral card.  With this design, if a 
motherboard needed replaced, the 
control box had to be gutted of all its 
control peripherals including all cables, 
control boards, hard drive, and 
mounting hardware.  Once replaced, 
the entire control box had to be 
practically re-built.  This meant hours 
of down time and increased chance of 
errors in reconnecting. 

The heart of the control system is the 
control box that houses the 
microprocessor, peripheral control 
cards, power supplies, and fiber optic 
gating to the SCRs. 

IPR GEN 2 offers the following key 
advantages over existing control 
platforms: 

IPR GEN 2 was engineered with 
maintenance in mind.  While the 
existing 486-based control had an 
integral back-plane and CPU, IPR GEN 
2 separates the two.  The CPU card 
can be treated as just another card in 
the rack.  This card, as with all the 
cards in the rack, can be easily 
removed and replaced in minutes.  The 
backplane is a passive-design with 
minimal parts.  This means that the 
backplane should never need replaced 
under normal conditions. 

Eliminates Hardware Obsolescence 
Problems 

The driving force behind the IPR GEN 2 
development was the fact that the 
486-based microprocessor card and 
hard drive used on the 486-based 
control platform is currently no longer 
available.  While these cards and hard 
drives still operate properly and are 
still supported, their obsolescence 
creates a substantial problem should 
one need replaced. Industry Standard Communications 

The same industry standard 
communications protocols offered with 
the 486-based systems as an option 
have been expanded with IPR GEN 2. 
The following protocols are offered in 
every platform as a standard: 

MODBUS 
SNPX (GE 9030 Protocol) 

Forward Compatibility 
The flexibility of the IPR GEN 2 control 
platform allows the customer the 
option for using several of the existing 
peripheral control boards currently 
installed on the 486-based control. 
The forward compatibility of the IPR 
GEN 2, with the exception of the 486- 
based microprocessor board, allows 
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On-board Power Supply 
IPR GEN 2 control is complete with a 
switch-mode power supply hat 
eliminates the need for an external 
power supply module.  This results in 
the following: 

With the addition of a protocol-specific 
daughter board, and an engineering 
development effort, the following 
communication protocols could 
become available as an option which 
could not be offered with the existing 
486-based control: 

• Smaller size
• Reduced cost and parts count 
• Less wiring
•

PROFIBUS 
MODBUS PLUS 
ETHERNET MODBUS 
DATA HIGHWAY PLUS 

Externally mounted to the control 
box- can easily be replaced if 
needed. 

Other Programmable Logic Controller 
and serial interfaces available on 
request. 

The features specific to the new 
switch-mode power supply design are: 

• Active power factor correction, .99 
typical 

• Built in EMI filter
• Over voltage, overload, and 

thermal overload protection 
• >550,000 hours MTBF 
• Wide input range – 85-264VAC, 

120 –370VDC, 47-440Hz 
• 3 cycle control power ride thru – 

can ride thru momentary outages 
of control power 

• UL, CSA, and CE marked 

Proven Reliability 
The new IPR GEN 2 hardware uses 
some of the same hardware used in 
Siemens Perfect Harmony Medium 
Voltage Motor Drives.  The IPR GEN 2, 
originally designed by Siemens/Robicon 
Engineering leverages the high-volume 
Cost reduction and experience of this 
product line to offer very high 
reliability to the user. The forward 
compatible control boards used on the 
IPR GEN 2 have a long track record of 

Zero software learning curve 
The new IPR GEN 2 uses virtually the 
same software as existing 486-based 
control platforms.  The software and 
operating system has been upgraded 
to function on the new microprocessor 
board.  This means that the transition 
from the 486-based control to the IPR 
GEN 2 control, from a user standpoint, 
is seamless, as far as the software is 
concerned. 

Future Expandability 
Future software upgrades may become 
available that are compatible with the 
IPR GEN 2 control platform.  This is 
because the IPR GEN 2 control has 
enough processing horsepower for 
future expandability.  While the 
existing control is still supported, 
future development efforts will be 
focused on the IPR GEN 2. No new 
development work is planned for the 
486-based control.  A user could 
benefit from software upgrades should 
they become available if they have the 
IPR GEN 2 control platform.  Also, all 
new rectifier equipment will use IPR 
GEN 2. 
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 Some of the other key features of the 
Chess IPR IPR GEN 2 control: 

User-friendly interface 
With IPR GEN 2, customers should 
expect to continue to benefit from the 
same easy to use, easily configurable, 
customer-specific control software 
solution they have come to know with 
the 486-based control.  All of the same 
key features with the 486-based 
control are available with IPR GEN 2. 

Refer to Instruction Book 5277B for a 
complete overview of the software. 

Engineering Support 
Our engineers have over 35 years of 
application-specific experience in 
industrial markets and are strategically 
located at headquarters and regional 
offices.  Assistance is also available 
through our network of manufacturer’s 
representatives, who are the first step 
in developing a solution that saves the 
user both time and money. 

Testing 
The IPR GEN 2 control is shipped fully 
tested to the customer site.  A 
complete factory test assures 
customers that their product isn’t 
being tested for the first time at their 
site.  Once at the site, the system if 
fully tested to ensure proper 
operation. 

With the intense factory testing, 
proven reliability, worldwide service, 
engineering support, technical on-site 
and factory training, 24-hour 
telephone technical support help lines, 
process-based commitment 
management, fast  turnaround  on 
repairs and parts, and warranties, a 
customer can truly benefit from what 
Chess IPR has to offer. 

Reliability 
The IPR GEN 2 control platform is a 
proven, microprocessor-based design 
that assures maximum reliability. 

Pre-engineered options 
Chess IPR has developed standard 
“pre-engineered” options in response 
to feedback from the IPR product user 
base and field service data. 

Fiber Optic Control Circuitry 
Noise-free optical link employs precise, 
high-speed digital firing commands to 
the SCRs.  This assures high voltage 
isolation between low voltage control 
and high voltage power section.  It 
also eliminates electromagnetic 
interference that could cause misfiring. 

Advantages include quick delivery, 
standardization, proven design, cost 
savings, and a wide spectrum of 
different standard options to choose 
from.  Some options are mutually 
exclusive, contingent upon other 
options and may affect dimensions. 

A partial list of some of the “pre- 
engineered” options is listed below. 
Non-standard options that are not 
listed are also available.  Consult the 
factory for more details. 
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 For Engineering and Sales 
Information Indoor NEMA 1 

Enclosure Options 
•  

Indoor/outdoor NEMA 12 •
Outdoor NEMA 3R ventilated •

Inst. overcurrent relay 
Protection Options 
•  

Time overcurrent relay •
Lockout relay, •
Emergency stop push button •
DC bus ground voltage monitoring •
SCR fuse monitoring •

please contact 

•

Chess IPR  705-705-1166 

Rectifier enclosure temperature 
monitoring 

• Cooling flow, temperature, and 
conductivity monitoring 

SCR temperature monitoring •

For service information please call 
705-755-1166 or visit our website 
www.chessipr.com 

Local and/or remote Keypads 
Control Options 
•  

Local and/or remote monitors •
Start/stop pushbutton control •
Local/Remote control selection •
Local/Remote current Raise-Lower•

• DC current feedback supplied from 
rectified AC CT's and/or LEM Current 
transducers 

Metering and Annunciation Options 
•  

Chess Industrial Power Rectifier 
380 Armour Road  

Unit #110  
Peterborough, Ontario  

K9H 7L7 

tel: 705-755-1166 
fax: 705-755-1174 

 

User Configurable Digital Annunciator, 
meters, and fault messages 
Individual supply Firing Angle indication•

• Indicating lights, auxiliary relays as 
required 
Multipoint recorder •

• Multiple analog in, analog out, digital in, 
digital out signals as required. 
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24 Hour Service Line 
 

(705)-930-1165 



 CASE HISTORY 1: 
Analog to Digital IPR Control 
Upgrade 

Chess IPR upgraded a customer who 
had analog control to digital control. 

The customer had an ANSI 45, 6-pulse 
double wye with interphase, thyristor 
controlled air-cooled rectifier, rated 
66KA at 484Vdc. 

The unit was equipped with an analog- 
based control system that had been in 
service for over 20 years.  Problems 
with the analog control were suspect 
in causing unnecessary thyristor and 
fuse failures. 

Existing Window-Type Annunciator
The pictures below illustrate the 
existing analog card rack and window 
type annunciator. 

Chess IPR supplied a Retrofit Digital 
IPR Control to replace the analog 
control.  The upgrade involved the 
following: 

a) Engineering consultation with 
the customer to determine all 
the old components to be 
removed, interface points for 
the new digital control and 
mounting space required. 

b) Modify old drawings, as 
required, and provide new 
drawings for the digital control. 

c) Design, Build and factory test 
the digital control. 

d) Provide detailed site 
instructions for the removal of 
the analog control and 
installation of the digital 
control. 

e)

Existing Analog Card Rack 

On site service support and 
training during the installation 
and commissioning. 
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The newly designed Digital Operator 
Station was complete with LCD 
monitor, door controls, RS-232 port 
for workstation communication, and 
keyboard, shown below. 

After carefully reviewing the existing 
analog control system, it was 
determined that the best solution was 
to replace the SCR firing circuitry, 
control interface, and analog window 
style  annunciator.  In addition, a 
power fuse failure detection and 
annunciation circuit was added.  This 
circuitry would allow the user to detect 
and locate failed fuses. 

The pictures below illustrate some of 
the new equipment engineered for the 
retrofit to digital control: 

The LCD monitor displayed up to 20 
user configurable digital meters, 16 
annunciator status lights, 160 
sequencer controlled diagnostic 
messages, and 127 predefined hard- 
coded warning and trip messages. 

The digital control software 
configuration is accomplished via a 
user friendly workstation program that 
communicates to the rectifier through 
a RS232 link.  This software includes 
changing gains, time constants, 
ranges, etc. as well as configuring the 
digital meters, status lights and 
annunciator messages. The built in 
sequencer program, much like a 
standard PLC, allows system response 
to customer specific i/o. 

New Digital Operator Station
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The new Gate Drive Modules consisted 
of a fiber-optic firing input command, 
gate drive power supply, and gate 
drive circuitry for firing 32 parallel 
SCRs all at the same time.  The 
modules were housed in a NEMA 12 
enclosure with viewing window and 
equipped with gate drive visual 
indicator LEDs that vary in intensity 
with command.  This quick trouble- 
shooting tool allows an operator to 
determine visually if all devices are 
receiving a command signal. 

During the engineering redesign 
phase, a point-for-point retrofit 
procedure was generated that would 
be used for removing existing 
components, relocating existing 
components that would be reused, 
installing the new control components, 
and finally all of the rewiring involved. 
Both a factory test and on-site test 
procedure was also drafted that would 
insure proper and reliable operation. 
Each component used for the retrofit 
was custom-designed to ensure a near 
perfect fit with the existing equipment. 

Complete on-site installation was 
completed over a period of a few 
weeks.  This included removal of the 
old components, installation of the 
new digital control system, on-site 
testing, and on-site training of the new 
system.  Overall, the customer was 
very pleased with the new system and 
has inquired about future upgrades to 
other analog-based systems. 

Chess IPR can perform an 
engineering study of analog-based 
control to determine the most optimal 
digital control upgrade solution, no 
matter which the original control 
supplier might be. 

New Gate Drive Module (one of six)
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 The control box is the upper silver- 
colored box, while the power supply 
module is located below it. 

CASE HISTORY 2: 
486 to IPR GEN 2 Control 
Upgrade 

Chess IPR upgraded a system from 
an existing 486-based control to the 
new IPR GEN 2 control.  The picture 
below illustrates the existing remote 
control cubicle with 486-based control 
box and power supply module located 
inside. 

Existing 486-based Control Box and 
power supply module located inside 

the Remote Control Cubicle 

The overall space required for this 
control platform measures 

45” high x 16” wide x 11.5” deep. 

The control box alone measures 23” 
high x 15” wide x 11.5” deep. 

Existing Remote Control Cubicle 
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 The upgrade was relatively simple. 
Below is a brief summary of what was 
involved in the upgrade from the 486- 
based control to IPR GEN 2 Control: 

1. 

The picture below illustrates the new 
IPR GEN 2 control box.   As you can 
see, the control and power supply are 
integral.  The power supply is the gold 
box mounted on the right side of the 
control box. Critical contents of the stored 

information on the hard drive were 
copied over to floppy disk for later 
retrieval. 

2. The system was shut down, and all 
cables entering the control box 
were disconnected.   The power 
supply module wires were 
disconnected. 

3. The forward compatible peripheral 
control cards located in the control 
box were carefully removed for 
later use. 

4. The control box and power supply 
module were removed. 

5. The new IPR GEN 2 control box 
was mounted, and all boards 
including the forward compatible 
control boards that were in the 
486-based control were racked in. 

New IPR GEN 2 control box with 
integral switch mode power supply 

6. All cables were reconnected, and 
the power supply was plugged in. 

The overall space required for this 
control platform measure about 

7. 

24” high x 17” wide x 7” deep. 

The system was booted, and the 
stored information from the 
previous system was installed. 

8. 
This was a 53% reduction in height 
requirements. The complete control system was 

tested, and finally put into service. 

The “red dots” that are along the left 
hand side on the control box are the 
fiber optic gating outputs.  The fiber 
optic cables were removed for picture 
clarity. 

The system was back up and running 
within a few hours.  Aside from the 
new control box, the upgrade was a 
seamless transition. 
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